Let (OcePic 20 " 2^) be the canonical class. The (scheme-theoretic) inverse image Nm-1 (coc) cPic 25 - 2^) breaks up in two connected components
Both components are translates of an abelian subvariety P=P(C, C) of jC=Pic°(C), which is the connected component of the origin in the kernel of Nm: Pic^Q-^Pic^C).
One has dimP=^-l, and the canonical polarization of JC restricts to twice a principal polarization on P. Together with this polarization, P is called the Prym variety defined by the couple (C, C).
We define the following closed subsets in Nm-1 (©c), for reZ, r^ -1: For technical reasons, which will become apparent in a moment, we shall consider a specific scheme structure on each V^. This is defined by taking V as the schemetheoretical intersection V^W^.^QnP'" if r is odd, V = W^ -2 (C) 0 P~ it r is even.
Here the W^ are endowed with their natural scheme structure, as defined in [1] .
(1.3) Remark. -Set-theoretically, one has equalities W^-^QnP^W^-^Qr^ if risodd, W^^QnP^Wr^QnP-it r is even.
However, the scheme-theoretical intersections are generally different. For example, by a translation identifying P + with the Prym variety P, the intersection W^_2(C)^P + goes over into 2 S, where S is the theta divisor of the polarized Prym variety (cf. [7] ). On the other side, V 1 =W^_2(C) n ^+ is generically reduced, by the results below.
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A first result about the loci V follows immediately from [8] and [5] , p. 613:
( is the transpose of the pullback of differential forms. By taking kernels we obtain
the inclusion being taken as the transpose of the projection map
On the Prym-Petri map P can be identified with the restriction of the Petri map a:
Thus (1.11) would be a consequence of the Gieseker-Petri theorem, if the Petri condition did hold for a general curve of genus 2g-1 with a fixed point free involution. But this does not happen: it suffices to take, for example, given CeMg and se^JC^O}, two odd theta characteristics M^ and M^ such that M^=M^(s). The Petri condition fails for L=7i*Mi, because this is a theta characteristic on C with at least two independent sections.
Proof of Theorem (1.11)
We shall adapt the ideas and the proof of D. Eisenbud and J. Harris in their reinterpretation [3] of D. Gieseker's work [4] . Also we shall refer freely to the former paper, for definitions and for some arguments, when using (or following) them.
For 7i: G ->C as in (1.1), we say that (C, C) satisfies the Prym-Petri condition if, for all LeNm" 1 (o)c), the Prym-Petri map P is injective.
We start with a discussion of the Zariski openness of the Prym-Petri condition. This is standard (cf. [4] , Lemma 8.1 and Proposition 8.4, or [3] , p. 271). Proof. -We may assume that T is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, and that the Prym-Petri condition is violated at the generic point TI eT. It has to be shown that the same happens at the special point 0 e T. Up to performing a base change first, there is a line bundle ^ on ^ such that Nm(J^)^co<^ /^ and such that the Prym-Petri map [cf. (1.13)] A 2 H° ^ -^ H° co^ ^ is non-injective.
The line bundle ^ extends to a line bundle J^f on ^, and Nm(^f)^o)^/T-Furthermore, since T is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, the direct image sheaf R° ^ is a free O^-module and, secondly,
Now, since the (relative) Prym-Petri map A 2 R° ^ -> R° (O^/T is a generically non-injective morphism of free (Pj-moduks, it is non-injective at the special fibers, too. Therefore, by (2.2), the same holds for the Prym-Petri map A 2 H° J^o -> Ho ^o/fc (0)'
Q.E.D. In view of (2.1) and the irreducibility of the moduli space of pairs consisting of a smooth curve of genus g and an irreducible etale (2:1) covering [2] , Theorem (1.11) will be proved if we exhibit a single pair like this, defined over an algebraically closed field K=>fe, and satisfying the Prym-Petri condition.
As in [3] , we shall take as such the geometric generic fiber of a suitable family of double coverings defined over the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring:
Let ^ -^ T be a flat projective fe-morphism with ^ a smooth surface and T the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring over k having k as residue field, and such that: (a) the generic fiber ^ is smooth and geometrically irreducible, and: (b) the special fiber ^o is a reduced curve with ordinary double points as only singularities, as described below:
That is to say, ^o consists of a string of smooth components; the straight lines and the dots stand for rational components; E^, . . ., Eg are elliptic curves. Thus ^o ls a curve of arithmetic genus equal to g. We ask furthermore that, for all f=l, . . ., g, the two points at which E^ meets the remaining components of ^o ^e ^-independent in Pic(Ef). In other words, calling these points P and Q for a moment, P-QePic°(Ef) is not a torsion class.
The existence of ^ -> T as above follows e. g. from [2] (starting with such a family with ^ Ef as special fiber, the rest is achieved by means of blowing-ups and, if wanted, by means of base extension as below).
(2.4) A feature of such families, to be used here, is that, if T'-^T is a dominant morphism of spectra of discrete valuation rings as above, then the family ^ -> T' obtained from ^ -> T by base extension and minimally resolving the singularities satisfies the same requirements as ^ -> T (cf. [4] , p. 271).
Extending the base if necessary (cf. above), there exists a line bundle £ on ^ such that c 2^^ and such that £ restricts on ^o to a I 1116 bundle which is trivial on every component of ^o except on Eg, where it is non-trivial. Define ^=Spec(^©£), the ring structure coming from the isomorphism e 2 ^ (9^. In this way, 71: ^ -> ^ is an etale double covering; the geometric generic fiber ^g)fe(r|) is smooth and irreducible, and the special fiber ^o may be depicted as follows over ^o:
This will prove Theorem (1.11). The proof of (2.6) will occupy the rest of this section. Suppose that the couple violates the Prym-Petri condition. We shall derive a contradiction.
As in [3] , p. 272, after possibly base extending and minimally resolving singularities (cf. (2.4) ), there exists a line bundle J^f on ^ such that Nmj^^co<^ ^^ and such that the Prym-Petri map A 2 H° J^ -> H° co^ ^ (n) ls non-injective.
(2.7) The line bundles Nmj^f and co^r differ by a twist with the line bundle attached to some linear combination of the components of ^o» anc^ one "^y suppose that the component Eg does not appear in this linear combination (the bundle associated with the sum of all components is trivial). Since Nm^^E^^Nm^.^E^^^E,) and similarly for the rational components of ^o, we may replace o^f by a suitable twist with a linear combination of the components of ^o sin(^ suppose from now on that Nm(^f) ^O)<^/T holds. This implies ^f®i^f^co^/T, where i stands now for the covering involution of ^.
We apply the theory of limit linear series of [3] . Since the curve ^o (resp. ^o) has no loops in its graph, Section 1 of [3] applies in this case. Given a line bundle ^ on ( resp. on ^), we may twist it by a suitable linear combination of the components of ^o (resp. ^o) and obtain a line bundle whose limit is concentrated at any prescribed component Y of %o (resp. ^o), this meaning that the bundle restricts to a bundle of degree 0 on any component of the special fiber other than Y. The so obtained line [3] : instead of Vy, we shall write LYCH^J^Y®^) for the image of (R° ^v)(0). This is the vector space defining the limit linear series of JSf on Y. If (7 e H° R° J^y» we shall write CT e Ly for its image.
In 
) There is in Lg, up to scalars, at most one section vanishing only at P and Q; (b) For all but at most one value of i, one has the strict inequality between the following vanishing orders: ^.(Lg, Q)<a,(LY, P).
Proof. -Part (a) follows from the assumption that P and Q are Z-independent in Pic(E), and part: (b) follows from this and Proposition 1. 3 of [3] .
(2.9) Remark. -The inverse images in Eg of each of the two points of intersection of Eg with the adjacent components do not satisfy this requirement; the difference between the two points is a non-zero element of the kernel of Nm : Pic°(E^) ->Pic°(Eg), i.e., a class of order two. It may be noticeable that this is the point where things would break down, when trying to prove the Petri condition for curves with an involution, along the lines of [3] [cf. (1.12)].
To keep following [3] , we need information about the vanishing sequences for the limit series of co.gyp The vanishing sequences for the limit series of co^/y are the same as in the setting of [3] , and Lemma 2.2 of Loc. Cit. applies verbatim (with aid of (2. 8) In particular, the vanishing sequence for h=g is:
\2g-5\2g-4\2g-2).
Since ^^^K*(O)^^), one has: (CD^/^E ^^((^/T^E )• Therefore the values in (2.11) are a part of the vanishing sequence at Pg (resp. at Vg) for the limit series of CD^/T on Eg. Proof. -Consider, for each ^==1, . . ., g, the terms of the corresponding vanishing sequence which are ranged at the same level as the values of (2.11) in the vanishing sequence for h=g. Call £,, the sum of these terms. By [3] , Proposition 1.3 and by Proposition (2.8) above, one has S^i ^^+(g-1). Thus S^Ei +(^-1) 2 . By direct computation, one finds S^= 1/2 (3^-2) (g-1), hence S^ ^ l/2g(g-1). This determines the terms of the vanishing sequence for h = 1 which are involved: these are: 0|l|... g-2\g-1. This implies that the levels involved are the first g ones and, secondly, that, in passing from h to h-\-\, all terms but exactly one are increased by 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [3] , this yields the desired conclusion.
Q.E.D.
(2.13) COROLLARY. -For h=\, . . ., g-\, the limit linear series of (o^/y on E^ (resp. E^) has precisely one section, up to a scalar factor, vanishing only at P^ (resp. P^) and at the second point of intersection o/Ej, (resp. E^) mth the remaining components of^o. This section vanishes at P^ (resp. P^) to order exactly 2h-2.
This corollary follows from (2.12) by using [3] , Proposition 1.3, and replaces for us Proposition 2.1 of Loc. Cit. Now we go back to our particular ^f, which has been fixed in (2.7), and write M=\^€. We recall that 0^ (8) has a non-zero kernel. The composition of mappings in (2.14) is the fibre at the generic point T| of the following one: In other words (cf. [3] , p. 277), one has p=^5(®^==^M, (8) The proof of Proposition (2.6) and, hence, of Theorem (1.11) will be ended now by showing that (2.19) and (2.20) together imply that p=0, thereby contradicting (2.18 ). This will be achieved through the following two lemmas. (ii) (l®i) (p)6VOOV is skew-symmetric. Then p==0.
As remarked below Corollary (1.10), Theorem (1.11) implies that, for a general couple (G, C) as in (1.1) and any reZ, r^-1, (^ is either empty, or smooth, of dimension 
The assumption implies (in fact: is equivalent to) that there exists L with Nm(L)^o)c and ^°L^5+1. We may drop the dimension one by one, getting points of (y, for all r^s,
The Brill-Noether number for genus g, degree g-1 and dimension r equals p=J-(r+l) 2 . This implies in particular that, if ^-l^(s+l) 2 , then V s 7^0. Summarizing, we obtain: (ii) As it has been said in the Introduction, it is plausible that a suitable analogue of the Existence Theorem of Brill-Noether theory would allow one to replace the inequality of the preceding corollary by the inequality g^( )+1.
Finally, we turn to the loci Sing^S. For any couple (C, C) as in (1.1), we write [cf. (1.3)] S for the theta divisor of the associated polarized Prym variety. Put, for k^l:
Recall also that a suitable translation identifies the divisor S of P with a divisor S of P + such that, scheme-theoretically: 2S=© 0 P^ where ©=W^_2(C). We may identify S with 3. Proof (cf. [7] ). -At any point xe5, if the tangent cone of © at x does not contain the tangent space of P + at x, then it intersects this space along twice the tangent cone of S at x. Hence, in this case, the multiplicity of © at x is twice the multiplicity of 5 at x.
If x e 3 corresponds to the bundle L, with h° L = 2 k, the Riemann Singularity Theorem [6] implies that the tangent cone of © at x is given by the equation A=0, where AeS^H 0 ®^ is the determinant of the bilinear map (associated with the Petri map). Thus (cf. Section 1) the intersection of this cone with Tp+ (x) is given by A=0, with AeS^H 0^^) the determinant of the composition of (3.6) with the projection map (1.6): H° coc -> H° o)c(£). Or, what amounts to the same (cf. Section 1), it is the determinant of the skew-symmetric bilinear map described by (^F is the obvious map):
H°L x H°L ---------^ H° ©e (e)
By assumption, P is injective. Since H°L is even-dimensional, this implies that A 9^0 (the determinant of x ? is 7^0, since there exist non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear forms on H°L). So, the hypothesis at the beginning of this proof is fulfilled, and the result follows, Q.E.D. Combining (3.3) and (3. 5)-cf. (3.4) , to put things into perspective-we obtain: 
-{-\, then the locus Sing^S is smooth, of dimension g-\-)
everywhere.
